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MES-112 : DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF
SELF-LEARNING PRINT MATERIAL
Time : 3 hours

Maximum Weightage : 70%

Note : All questions are compulsory. All questions carty
equal weightage.
1.

Answer the following question in about
600 words :
Discuss the implications of the theories of
Learning and Communication at cognitive levels
for designing self-learning course material.

OR
Describe the process of course planning and
development in distance education following the
Systems Approach.
2.

Answer the following question in about
600 words :
Explain how self-learning materials can promote
effective learning by creating healthy and
motivational activities.

OR
Describe
the
process
of
educational
communication in distance education. Discuss its
importance in development and presentation of
self-instructional course material.
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3. Answer any four of the following questions in
about 150 words each :
(a)

What is cognitive approach to learning ?
Elaborate its educational implications.

(b)

Write a note on 'editing' and its importance
in developing course material in distance
education.

(c)

Discuss the importance of 'language' for
distance education materials.

(d)

Establish
the
relationship
between
programmed instruction and self-learning
material.

(e)

Describe basic principles of media selection
for instruction in distance education.

(f)

Explain the terms learner-active' material
and 'access devices' in a self-learning unit of
distance education.

4. Answer the following question in about
600 words :
(a)

List the key components of self-learning
material.

(b)

Develop a self-learning unit on a topic of
your choice, using all these components.
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